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 In this paper, the study of a Sparklan antenna used for indoor positioning (IP) is presented.  
The completed sensing hardware infrastructure is composed of six Sparklan AX-106M 
antennas and one Zigbee module.  An indoor area with a size of 64 m2 in the building of Sue-
Te University is used as the experimental field and a database including 704 sensed points 
with six received signal strength (RSS) signals is firstly constructed as the reference object 
locations.  The RSSs of six antennas are used for object positioning estimation using a fuzzy 
estimator.  To demonstrate the superiority of the developed IP system (IPS), several experiments 
were conducted.  Experimental results show that the positioning performance of the IPS we 
developed is still accurate even when some antennas are disabled.  

1. Introduction

 Currently, how to accurately locate the position of people or objects in a huge indoor space 
has become an important issue and some survey reports have also been presented.(1–3)  Thus, 
different indoor positioning (IP) systems constructed using different wireless sensing and 
communication elements have been developed and studied.(4–17)  For instance, in large shopping 
malls, airports or hospitals, a good IP system (IPS) could be used for the monitoring of people’s 
movements.  In a big factory, an IPS could be used for the positioning management of objects 
and equipment.  A good functional IPS could also be used as a rescue system that can accurately 
provide the victims’ position so that the rescue team can easily find the people who need help.  
 However, owing to the different components used, different IPSs have their advantages and 
disadvantages.  Sparklan AX-106M is an antenna that can be combined with other wireless 
devices to perform the IP work.  The descriptions of its function are shown in Table 1.(18)  In 
this paper, we present an IPS that is composed of six Sparklan AX-106M antennas [denoted by 
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numbers (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and(6)] and one Zigbee module.  The pictures of the antenna and 
Zigbee sensor are shown in Fig. 1 and the schematic diagram of the Sparklan antenna module is 
shown in Fig. 2.
 A complete IPS must have the positioning estimation algorithm to calculate the coordinates 
of the object location.  Thus, triangulation, scene analysis, and proximity are the three main 
estimation algorithms used in IP applications.  Each algorithm has its specific function and 
limit.  In this research, a fuzzy estimator is used to perform the object location estimation.  The 
fuzzy estimation algorithm will be described in the next section.  
 To perform the IP experiments, a reference database that includes 704 sensed points is built 
firstly.  Each sensed point has six received signal strength (RSS) signals and the coordinates of 
one object {[(xi, yi), (s1i, s2i, s3i, s4i, s5i, s6i)], i = 1, 2, …, 704}.  The diagram of 704 sensed points 
is shown in Fig. 3.
 This paper is organized as follows.  In Sect. 2, the fuzzy estimation algorithm is described.  
All experiments are presented in Sect. 3 and a conclusion is given in Sect. 4.

2. IPS Fuzzy Estimator

 Over the past decades, fuzzy theory has been widely applied in many engineering and social 
science applications.(19)  It was initialized by Professor Lotfi Zadeh in 1965.  Usually, a fuzzy 

Fig. 2. (Color onl ine) Schemat ic d iag ram of 
Sparklan antenna module.

Table 1
Functions of Sparklan AX-106M.
Frequency band 2.4–2.5 GHz
Antenna gain 6 dBi
VSWR 1.5 max
Polarization Linear vertical
HPBW/H-plane 80+−
HPBW/E-plane 80+−
Impedance 50 Ω
Dimensions H × W × D 115 × 76 × 33 mm3

Weight 110 g without joint

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Pictures of (a) antenna and (b) 
Zigbee sensor.
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system is called a knowledge- or rule-based system, because it is a database consisting of many 
fuzzy IF-THEN rules, which are stated in accordance with the knowledge of experts.  The 
fuzzy system used in this research is mainly constructed using a fuzzifier, a fuzzy rule base, 
a fuzzy inference engine, and a defuzzifier.  Figure 4 shows the fuzzy estimator developed for 
our IPS.  The detailed fuzzy estimation process is presented as follows.(20, 21)

 Now, we assume that the RSS signals sensed at a blind node (xb, yb) are (r1b, r2b, r3b, r4b, 
r5b, r6b) and that the fuzzy rule is constructed using the m fuzzy IF-THEN rules expressed as 
follows.
 Rule(m-th): IF r1b is s1m and r2b is s2m and … and r6b is s6m, THEN (xb = xm, yb = ym), 
m = 1, ..., 704.
 Thus, the membership value of the m-th rule can be calculated as
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where σ is the smoothing parameter.
 The inference engine is a combination of the product inference engine with the algebraic 
product for the t-norm operator.  Thus, the fuzzy inference can be calculated as 

 1 2 6( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( )m m m mVal R Val R Val R Val R= × × × . (2)

Lastly, the following center average defuzzifier is used to estimate the object coordinates:

Fig. 3. Diagram of 704 points. Fig. 4. IPS fuzzy estimator.
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Table 2 
Estimated MAEs (cm) for 288 test points.
σ No antenna fails (1) fails (1), (6) fail (2), (4), (6) fail
0.01 4.1529 6.2430 11.5280 23.5040
0.02 8.3464 13.6264 21.5208 37.6253

Table 3 
Estimated MAEs (cm) for 392 test points.
σ No antenna fails (1) fails (1), (6) fail (2), (4), (6) fail
0.01 0.0835 0.2397 1.1725 6.8534
0.02 2.4429 5.9614 12.6204 23.6365
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3. Experiments

 In our research, several experiments were implemented to demonstrate the superiority of the 
IPS we developed on the basis of the reference database.  In our first experiment, two datasets 
include 288 points, and 392 points are sensed and collected to be the test blind nodes.  For 
each test blind dataset, several positioning tests were performed under different conditions.  In 
the first test, all antenna functions are assumed to be good.  In the second test, one antenna 
is assumed to be nonfunctional.  In the third and fourth tests, the two and three antennas 
are considered to be in the failed states.  However, only the 10 closest neighbor points with 
the closest RSS signals between the reference and blind nodes are used for the positioning 
estimation in all the tests.(21)  Tables 2 and 3 show some of the estimated mean absolute errors 
(MAEs) for 288 and 392 test points, respectively.  From the experimental results shown, the 
positioning performance of the developed IPS is clearly found to be still good even when some 
of the antennas fail.
 Continuously, in the second experiment, different tests based on 440 sensed points are 
carried out.  Here, only σ = 0.01 is considered in all the tests.  Table 4 shows the positioning 
MAEs.  From the results shown in Table 4, the positioning error of the developed IPS is still 
accurate even when three or four antennas fail.
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4. Conclusion

 In this research, an IPS composed of Sparklan antennas and a Zigbee module is constructed.  
The IP experiments under different conditions are performed.  From the obtained experimental 
results, the positioning accuracy is clearly found to be still good even when some of the 
antennas are nonfunctional.  This shows that the proposed IPS can be used in real applications.  
In addition, only 704 sensed points are used as reference nodes for IP application.  We certainly 
believe that IP accuracy will be improved effectively if more reference nodes are created.  
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